BRIGANDAGE LOG #10 (07/31/2010) – Ambitions


Recap (Dikiyoba)
 Okay. So we spent most of the last session exploring the floating fortress. Along the way, we found two prisoners. One was Wallo the healer. The other was a new adventurer. We also ran into the remaining bandits. Rather than fight them, we told them to loot the place and escape.
 We made our way to the dock while the remaining bandits ransacked the place. Apparently, Reat has been behind on payment. There is only one boat remaining, and it's a weird one. We had to wait for some bad weather to pass before we could take off.
DM (Nioca)
 One rather rough day on the sea later, the trimaran gently pulls toward the southern coast of Skarrifissk. An orange glow radiates across the water as the sun sets, and a gentle breeze adds to the chilly winter air.
 Wallo points toward a small part of the coastline, where you can spot a small line of smoke.
Wallo (NPC)
 "There's a small village over there. Abandoned a few years back. Should be a good landing spot for us."
DM (Nioca)
 Indeed, you can spot a few small buildings from here.
Harosh (Triumph)
 "How far to Ssareko Point, do you think?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "It looks like someone might already be there."
Xuan (Rowen)
 "Abandoned?  I see smoke over there."
Wallo (NPC)
 "Not far. It's near the coast." Wallo state matter-of-factly.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Could that fire be... Reat?"
Wallo (NPC)
 "And maybe next time, you'll wash your hands after handling tomes that have been pawed by half-a-hundred unhygienic brigands stuck on a floating disease pit."
DM (Nioca)
 On cue, you hear a 'Rrrghk' noise as Casper and Darusk vomit over the side of the hull. Wallo idly rubs some kind of green balm into his hands.
Harosh (Triumph)
 "Can you do anything to help those two, Wallo?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 (Darusk is Bloodmoon's character, right?)
DM (Nioca)
 (Correct)
Harosh (Triumph)
 (Ha, so for not being here their characters are paralyzed with seasickness!)
Wallo (NPC)
 "Yeah, but I think these two aren't in any shape to adventure. I'm not sure what they've caught, but it's apparently magic-resistant. Once we land, You do whatever suicidal stuff you adventurers do; I'll stay back and tend to your friends here. It's the least I can do after you helped me, anyway."
DM (Nioca)
 The Trimaran pulls up to an aging, moldy dock. Casper retches again. Wallo winces, pulls a small vial of clear fluid from his pack and downs it.
Harosh (Triumph)
 I bow. "Thank you.  We WILL get Reat, rest assured."  I glare darkly to the north.
Wallo (NPC)
 Wallo chuckles.
 "Who knew a few pieces of metal and stone could cause such an uproar?"
Harosh (Triumph)
 I collect my possessions and disembark, then look for a path (or try to remember my way around, since I lived in the area before).
Xuan (Rowen)
 "It sounds like some sort of disease when you say it like that Harosh.  'We will get Reat.'"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Well, let's go. The sooner we're done, the sooner I can leave you all behind."
Harosh (Triumph)
 I glare at Xuan too.  "You're like a disease that we just can't seem to recover from..."
DM (Nioca)
 The town looks like it was abandoned many years ago. Small viny green plants are growing on the buildings, wood buildings are rotting and decaying, and stone buildings are crumbling. However, the remnents of a still-smoldering campfire near the center of town indicate that someone came through here recently.
Xuan (Rowen)
 I disembark as well.
DM (Nioca)
 To the south lies the snowy beach, while large snow-covered hills rise to the north.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I disembark.
DM (Nioca)
 If anyone's looking for a path or tracks (or anything, really), that'd be a perception roll.
Harosh (Triumph)
 I poke around the ruins for signs of Reat, his flunkies, or whatever.
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I'll do the same.
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I examine the area around the campfire, summoning Maggie to help me.
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
Xuan (Rowen)
 I look poke about the fire to see if I can determine how long ago someone was using it.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
DM (Nioca)
 The fire seems recent. Maybe 1 or 2 days old. A few pots are scattered around the campfire.
 Erika seems to stumble across tracks leading north.
Harosh (Triumph)
 "That's the right direction, roughly. Let's roll.  Right. Over. That miserable..." I trail off, muttering darkly to myself, and march off, following the path. 
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I follow Harosh.
Harosh (Triumph)
 "Keep your eyes open; if Reat doesn't know we're coming, we may get a chance to ambush him."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "There seems to be about 20 of them going north."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Be ready for a BIG fight."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "That's a few too many people for us to ambush."
Harosh (Triumph)
 "You have another idea?"
Xuan (Rowen)
 "20 people going north…I think I have a plan for this."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Don't catch up to them?"
Harosh (Triumph)
 "Not, Iliau, not you, Xuan."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I sigh. "What's your brilliant plan?"
DM (Nioca)
 It's ridiculously easy to follow the tracks, despite the sun having set. Stars are twinkling brightly in the night sky, and the now-rising moon is providing decent illumination of the path ahead.
 It's also exceedingly cold. The chilly air is starting to penetrate through your clothes, and it's getting harder to repress the urge to shiver. Crunching through six inches of snow isn't helping matters.
Harosh (Triumph)
 I shiver.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I try to walk lightly and not fall through too much of the snow.
DM (Nioca)
 Another perception check.
DICE (Perception)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Xuan (Rowen)
 I cast Mage Shield on myself to protect form the cold. 
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan conjures a shield made of crystal. It doesn't do much against the cold.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "So... anyone see anything?"
DM (Nioca)
 If you saw anything, I sent a message.
Harosh (Triumph)
 I shake my head in the negative in response to Iliau.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I continue along the tracks.
Xuan (Rowen)
 "I see that my plan will work if we just find Reat and then dome some magic acid on his face."
DM (Nioca)
 You easily manage to continue following the trail. The tracks stand out quite nicely, since the snow's surface seems to be slightly frozen.
Harosh (Triumph)
 I continue marching as observantly as I can, ignoring Xuan's tower plan of Napoleonic genius.
Harosh (Triumph)
 *towering
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Wait. I heard something."
 I whirl around.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I stop.
Harosh (Triumph)
 I stop to listen.
Xuan (Rowen)
 "Is we catch them by surprise I'm sure that we can take out half of them at range before closing in on the remaining."
Harosh (Triumph)
 I give Xuan a funny look.
DM (Nioca)
 You all hear a crunching noise, followed by Darusk appearing from the underbrush behind you. It seems he's looking a bit better than he was earlier.
Xuan (Rowen)
 "Wait, you heard what?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Is Casper with you?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I'm afraid not"
Harosh (Triumph)
 "Ah, come to join us on the great Reat hunt? The more the merrier."
Xuan (Rowen)
 "Still looking a little green but its good to see that you caught up with us.  now I just need to modify my plan a little and we will be set."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Well, we're wasting time. Let's keep moving."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I start off again.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "And I assume, you're Xuan?"
Harosh (Triumph)
 "Indeed." I move off again.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I follow
Harosh (Triumph)
 "Is he ever," I mutter.
DM (Nioca)
 You continue following the trail. Eventually come across a large, frozen river heading east-to-west. From here, you can spot what appears to be a bridge crossing it. The tracks lead up to it.
Xuan (Rowen)
 "Why yes I am the great and masterful planner and magician Xuan."
DM (Nioca)
 As you get closer, you notice that the bridge is icy and aged. It seems to be a bit of a miracle that it's still standing. It spans over the river, defying the steep cliffs on either side. Below is the river, icy and glistening. The ice seems somewhat thick, but it's a forty-foot drop to get to it.
Harosh (Triumph)
 (How wide is the river?)
Erika (Rowen)
 Do the tracks cross the bridge?
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Anybody have any rope?"
DM (Nioca)
 About 30 feet.
 The tracks cross the bridge.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "I do. What do you want the rope for?"
Xuan (Rowen)
 "Assume that the bridge is trapped before crossing."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "I want to tie some of it to me so that if the bridge fails while I cross you can save me."
Harosh (Triumph)
 "I can jump across with the rope.  Tie it off.  Make it safer for you all to cross."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Or, we could do that."
Harosh (Triumph)
 I gesture to my nifty boots.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I examine the bridge for any traps or weaknesses.
 (Artifice)
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Harosh (Triumph)
 "Courtesy of Lord Garth."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 (Gah. Not my day.)
Xuan (Rowen)
 I try to determine if there are any magic traps on the bridge.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "I see a small fire off in the distance."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I try to find any oddities that present on the bridge
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
DM (Nioca)
 All Iliau's able to determine is that the bridge would be slippery and difficult to cross in a hurry.
Xuan (Rowen)
 "Sees that they forgot to place magic traps on the bridge."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (I see, the dice still hates me)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Well, I don't think it should be too much of a problem if we go carefully."
Harosh (Triumph)
 I look around at the bridge too.
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Xuan (Rowen)
 I take a look at the bridge also.  (Artifice)
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I take a careful step onto the bridge.
DM (Nioca)
 To clarify, are you actually stepping onto the bridge to examine it, or just examining it from normal ground?
Harosh (Triumph)
 (I was using perception, by the way)
 (I was standing on the ground, looking at the bridge)
 (Very intently.  :-) )
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 Normal ground
Erika (Rowen)
 (Examine from the ground.)
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan and Darusk can't determine much, but Harosh spots that several sections of the bridge look weak. But so long as you took your time, you could cross without incident.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I take ten to cross the bridge.
Erika (Rowen)
 "Well, who wants to go first?"
Harosh (Triumph)
 Eager to move on, I carefully work my way across the bridge.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "I want to hold onto the rope while I cross."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "That way I won't have to fall far."
Harosh (Triumph)
 (Did we need to roll to get across?)
DM (Nioca)
 (No)
Harosh (Triumph)
 (Woo!  Then I'm across)
Erika (Rowen)
 I cross as well. (Is it a rope bridge of some sort?)
Harosh (Triumph)
 "Come on!  I don't want to keep Reat waiting."
DM (Nioca)
 It's wooden.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I cross the bridge.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Shall we head towards the fire?"
Erika (Rowen)
 No rope used in its construction then?
DM (Nioca)
 It's fairly simple.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Wait. There's something in the bushes."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Since the bridge looks weak, and we could safely cross them without any incident if we take our time, I think its safe to assume that something would attack us, if we cross"
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I investigate the foliage on the other side.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Xuan, half of us are already across the bridge. Hurry up and cross."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 (From a distance.)
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Actually, don't. I'd rather leave you behind."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 (haha)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "And it appears I am wrong"
 I cross the bridge
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 (brb, then)
DM (Nioca)
 Erika quickens her pace, managing to get halfway across the bridge. Simultaneously, brigands charge from cover toward the bridge, with archers on the other side taking aim...
 Begin combat.
(8:31:03 PM) Unable to send message: The message is too large.
ICY BRIDGE BATTLE GRID (Round 1)
**ABCDEFGHIJK
01.....M$....
02A.$B...A$..
03####.B.####
04####≡≡B####
05#,,#≡B≡,,,
06,▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒▒
07▒▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒▒
08▒▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒▒
09▒▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒▒
10▒▒▒▒≡1≡▒▒▒▒
11▒▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒,
12▒▒,,2≡3,,,#
13,,##54≡####
14####≡≡≡####
15####....$#.
16##.$.......
17$.$......$.
 # = Cliff (Requires a roll and 3 move to traverse)
≡ = Rickety, Icy Bridge (Rapid Movement may cause character to slip and fall, costing an action)
▒ = Frozen River
~ = Icy Water
$ = Tree (Blocks movement)
, = River shoreline
1 = Erika | 2 = Darusk | 3 = Xuan | 4 = Harosh | 5 = Iliau
2-5 = Party
B = Brigand
A = Archer
M = Mage
Harosh (Triumph)
 Can I hit them with spells from our side of the river?
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 What's left? 5?
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (I get a funny feeling that, I am playing nethack again)
DM (Nioca)
 And that would make Iliau 5.
 Begin.
Xuan (Rowen)
 (Do we get the first round or do they?)
DM (Nioca)
 (You do. Firing at ranges longer than 5 squares is possible, but imposes an accuracy penalty)
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I retreat as far as I can back down the bridge.
Xuan (Rowen)
 I cast acid spray onto the bridge between Erika and the brigands.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I cast Malevolent Aura
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Harosh (Triumph)
 I try to hit the whole enemy group with Lesser Squall, blowing them back.
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 How does moving work? What triggers the chance to slip?
DM (Nioca)
 Moving quickly (i.e. more than 2 spaces).
 This applies to enemies as well.
 Xuan drizzles acid on the bridge. The ice cracks a little, but other than that, nothing happens.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I move to E11 and summon a swarm of hornets on the nearest bandit.
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
Harosh (Triumph)
 (Hey, I just realized my perk should be in effect!  Coolness!)
DM (Nioca)
 Darusk emits an aura of malevolence. The brigand at F5 seems a little tentative, but the spells AoE doesn't reach far enough to hit the others.
 One brigand slips as the squall hits him, but alarmingly enough, another actually gets pushed forward slightly by the gusts.
 Iliau's spell summons a single hornet, which promptly drops from the cold.
 Duck, I'm still waiting for where you're trying to move Erika.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 Oh.
 F12.
DM (Nioca)
 Okay.
 Enemy Turn.
 The lead brigand charges to F10, raises his blade to strike down Iliau and, in a beautiful display, chucks his sword clean off the bridge.
 Another brigand, this one wielding a spear, takes it a bit more cautiously, creeping forward to G6.
 However, the perils of the bridge soon set in. One brigand charges toward the party, only to slip, fall, and slide into F5.
 The other charges to E7... where Xuan's acid had been sprayed. The bridge breaks clean out from under him, and he plummets to the ice below. The ice breaks under his weight as he plunges into its depths.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Ha!  Score one for me!"
DM (Nioca)
 The two archers on the other side fire and miss. One fires a normal arrow, while the other sends a flaming arrow streaking into the woods behind you.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 (Oh no, we're going to set the forest on fire.)
DM (Nioca)
 A mage steps out from behind a tree... and falls flat on his face. Apparently, brigands does not equal balance.
ICY BRIDGE BATTLE GRID (Round 2)
**ABCDEFGHIJK
01.....M$....
02A.$....A$..
03####...####
04####≡≡≡####
05#,,#≡B≡,,,
06,▒▒▒≡≡B▒▒▒▒
07▒▒▒▒~≡≡▒▒▒▒
08▒▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒▒
09▒▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒▒
10▒▒▒▒≡B≡▒▒▒▒
11▒▒▒▒5≡≡▒▒▒,
12▒▒,,213,,,#
13,,##≡4≡####
14####≡≡≡####
15####....$#.
16##.$.......
17$.$......$.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (which way are we moving?)
DM (Nioca)
 (North)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I move to nearby Brigand and attack it with my scythe
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I move forward to F11 and attack the brigand with my giant sword.
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Xuan (Dantius)
 "I'm feeling particularly cold hearted tonight."  Two stamina, Ice Spray on the F10 brigand
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I move to E9. Hold off on attack for the moment.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Fling tanglebarb vines at the brigand on G6.
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
DM (Nioca)
 Darusk lands a powerful blow against the brigand on F10.
 Erika swings wide with her wicked blade, catching only air.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 Okay, I swing my staff at the bandit at F10.
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan and Iliau's blows then collide on the brigand at F10, finishing the poor guy off.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I shudder at the cold. And Xuan's pun.
DM (Nioca)
 Harosh's barbs entangle the bandit at G6, causing him to collapse.
 Enemy turn
DM (Nioca)
 The brigand at F5 charges. Which involves a lot of slipping and sliding, and landing on his face right at the party's feet.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (...are these dumb brigands, or just unlucky brigands?)
DM (Nioca)
 (Both)
Xuan (Dantius)
 (Protip:  Don't cross the bridge ever.)
DM (Nioca)
 The archers on the other side open fire. One of them grazes Darusk for one damage. The one with the flaming arrows puts a flaming arrow right in his own foot.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I mutter, "Let's take our time, now."
DM (Nioca)
 The mage fires a massive ball of flame. It's quite impressive, massive, and only grazes Iliau for 1 damage.
ICY BRIDGE BATTLE GRID (Round 3)
**ABCDEFGHIJK
01......$....
02A.$....A$..
03####.M.####
04####≡≡≡####
05#,,#≡≡≡,,,
06,▒▒▒≡≡B▒▒▒▒
07▒▒▒▒~≡≡▒▒▒▒
08▒▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒▒
09▒▒▒▒≡≡5▒▒▒▒
10▒▒▒▒≡B≡▒▒▒▒
11▒▒▒▒≡12▒▒▒,
12▒▒,,≡≡3,,,#
13,,##≡4≡####
14####≡≡≡####
15####....$#.
16##.$.......
17$.$......$.
DM (Nioca)
 PC turn.
Erika (Rowen)
 I take a swing at F10.
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Hey, mage, you were scarier when you were falling flat on your face! Try doing that again!"
 I move to G7 and swing at the bandit in front of me.
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
 (Gah)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (The bandit is laying down right?)
Xuan (Dantius)
 I launch an Acid Spray at the mage, hoping he'll at least be somewhere in the AoE.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
DM (Nioca)
 Iliau brings hir staff crashing down an inch from the brigand's head.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I launch a Squall at the fallen brigand, trying to sweep him into the icy river.
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I go to E9 and cast Aura of Malevolence again and spend 1 stamina
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
DM (Nioca)
 Erika swings at F10, but is not really proficient in her chosen weapon.
 She misses.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (Again with the not-using-the-weapon-you-specialized-in thing?)
Erika (Rowen)
 (Its what Duck would have me do.)
DM (Nioca)
 The brigand is pushed toward the edge of the bridge. He manages to break partially free of the vines; he goes over, but catches himself on the edge of the bridge, dangling over the 40 foot drop.
 Darusk radiates further malevolence, but the cold seems to cancel the effect.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (...did not realize there was a drop O.o...)
DM (Nioca)
 The mage is doused in a yellowish fluid. He yips in pain.
 Enemy turn.
 The dangling brigand tries, but cannot pull himself back up onto the bridge. He fails to fall as well.
 The brigand Erika engaged decides to give her a lesson in swordsmanship, slashing her for 4 damage.
 The two archers seem to lock in on Iliau as xe progresses across the bridge. A regular and flaming arrow strike hir for 7 damage total.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 (back)
DM (Nioca)
 The mage Xuan doused returns the favor, blasting Xuan with a truly gargantuan fireball for 6 damage...
 Xuan, roll a save.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
 Xuan is knocked backward slightly, but manages to keep his balance.
 The normal archer yells at the mage.
 "What are you doing? FIRE THE SIGNAL!"
ICY BRIDGE BATTLE GRID (Round 4)
**ABCDEFGHIJK
01......$....
02A.$....A$..
03####.M.####
04####≡≡≡####
05#,,#≡≡≡,,,
06,▒▒▒≡≡B▒▒▒▒
07▒▒▒▒~≡5▒▒▒▒
08▒▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒▒
09▒▒▒▒≡2≡▒▒▒▒
10▒▒▒▒≡B≡▒▒▒▒
11▒▒▒▒≡1≡▒▒▒,
12▒▒,,≡≡3,,,#
13,,##≡4≡####
14####≡≡≡####
15####....$#.
16##.$.......
17$.$......$.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I call out to the dangling brigand, "I will pull you back up if you surrender right now!"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Nice of you to drop in!"  Ice Spray on the dangling brigand's hands, or whatever he's holding on with.
Xuan (Dantius)
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (coordination fail)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Harosh, bring down the mage!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Fine, fine!"
Xuan (Dantius)
 I twirl my moustache and wink knowingly at Harosh (Roll for moustache twirl)
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
DM (Nioca)
 Harosh's offer isn't given the chance to be accepted as Xuan blasts the brigand off the bridge. He falls to the river below, landing with a sickening CRACK, and stops moving.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I move to E9 and throw a dagger at the mage's heart.
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "And I meant the bandit mage, not Xuan, although I'll forgive you if you misunderstood!"
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 (Grak.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Glaring at Xuan, I carefully make my way to E11 and burn a stamina to try and entangle the mage. Once Erika finishes... whatever that is.
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I attack the nearest brigand from behind
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
 (I should use this for the aura)
DM (Nioca)
 Erika runs to E9... But concentrates overly much on throwing and not on momentum. She slips...
 Erika, balance check.
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 (Grak.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (oh god no)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 (So we dropped the bandit at G6, right?)
DM (Nioca)
 And almost gets carried over the edge. She manages to catch herself and is now dangling off the edge of the bridge, as her dagger falls from her hand to the ice below.
 (Yes)
 The barbs catch the mage as he raises his hands, knocking him over.
 Darusk stabs into the brigand behind him with his scythe.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I move to G5 and fire a swarm of hornets at the flaming arrow archer.
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
DM (Nioca)
 Iliau summons some sickly hornets, which survive all of 5 seconds in the bitter cold.
 (Enemy turn)
 The brigand Darusk stabbed retaliates, but is too disoriented from the injury and misses.
 The two archers continue to fire on Iliau. One shot grazes Iliau for 1 damage. The other hits dead-center... splaying into a mass of sticky webs, hindering Iliau's movement.
ICY BRIDGE BATTLE GRID (Round 5)
**ABCDEFGHIJK
01......$....
02A.$....A$..
03####.M.####
04####≡≡≡####
05#,,#≡5≡,,,
06,▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒▒
07▒▒▒▒~≡≡▒▒▒▒
08▒▒▒▒≡≡≡▒▒▒▒
09▒▒▒▒12≡▒▒▒▒
10▒▒▒▒≡B≡▒▒▒▒
11▒▒▒▒4≡≡▒▒▒,
12▒▒,,≡≡3,,,#
13,,##≡≡≡####
14####≡≡≡####
15####....$#.
16##.$.......
17$.$......$.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I pull myself up onto the bridge, cursing over my lost dagger. Once I have my footing I stab at the brigand next to me with my dagger.
 (How many rolls?)
Xuan (Dantius)
 I summon an Imp as far across the bridge as possible.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I size up the mage while I wait for someone to drop the brigand standing next to me.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I attack the brigand again
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
DM (Nioca)
 Erika, done carefully, you can pull yourself up without rolling, but it'll cost you your action. Done quickly, it'll require a roll, but you can attack OR move (not both) the same turn.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 Okay, then I'll carefully pull myself up.
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan's spell creates a poof of smoke whilst Darusk's swing goes wide. Erika pulls herself back onto the bridge.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I summon a swarm of mroe spiders and order them to attack the archer at H2. Spend two stamina.
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I turn to the brigand next to me, and heft the shovel in my hands.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 Then I clear the webs off of me.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Look. We can do this the easy way, where you run away, or the hard way, where I hit you with this."
 (should I roll intimidate?)
DM (Nioca)
 (Yeah)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
 ...
DM (Nioca)
 A bunch of mroe spiders appear around Iliau and scuttle off toward the arcane archer.
 The brigand is non-plussed. Or perhaps his mind has frozen in this cold. Either way, he isn't phased.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Seeing him not take the hint, I hit him with the shovel.
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
DM (Nioca)
 Harosh clangs the shovel off of the Brigand's skull. He stumbles.
 Enemy turn.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I warned you!"
DM (Nioca)
 The brigand responds by turning, raising his sword, and having a plank of wood underneath him buckle slightly. He stumbles and fails to attack.
 The normal archer pegs Iliau in the arm for 2 damage. The other archer is too distracted staring at the oncoming spiders.
 The mage breaks free of his bonds, waves his hands dramatically... and explodes. You can't be sure if that was the signal, but if it was, it seems counterproductive.
 (The mage is now dead)
ICY BRIDGE BATTLE GRID (Round 6)
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Xuan (Dantius)
 (Our enemies are nearly as self-defeating and incompetent as we are)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (.......)
 (That was awesome.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I move to B1 and swing at the regular archer.
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I point at where the mage used to be, and turn to the brigand on F10.
 "Look. Give up, and we move on."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "MY ARCANE POWER CAN VANQUISH YOU ALL, AS I HAVE VANQUISHED YOU MAGE!"
 (Intimidate)
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Yes, surrender and you will be spared"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (hah)
Xuan (Dantius)
 (I GOT A FOUR!  ROY, DID YOU HEAR ME?  I GOT A FOUR!)
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan's epic intimidation is made somewhat less epic by him slipping and falling on his posterior.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Ignore that guy, focus on the shovel."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Less hot air, more bandit-smashing."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (Roll for Diplomacy?)
DM (Nioca)
 (Well, intimidate. And yes, if you're trying to intimidate him into fleeing, you'll need to roll)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
 (...)
 (If this fails, I swing again.)
DM (Nioca)
 (Clearly, you guys are not intimidating. :P )
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Right.
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
DM (Nioca)
 The brigand pauses, taking in the weight of your words and his wounds. Then he drops his weapon.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (scratch that then)
DM (Nioca)
 (...I'll pretend I didn't see that roll)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (I assumed you meant that it failed, so yeah. Thanks.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 (Isn't this the bandit that accidentally threw his sword over the edge anyway?)
DM (Nioca)
 (No, that one's dead)
 Iliau manages to close with the archer and bash him with hir staff.
DM (Nioca)
 (Darusk, Xuan, Harosh, you guys all still have actions)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Alright then move on to the next problem"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I cast Mark of Death to fire-arrowed archer
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
DM (Nioca)
 The archer glows for a moment, and shudders.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Creep forward to E10, fire tanglebarb at the left-hand archer.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
 .....
DM (Nioca)
 The tanglebarbs miss.
Erika (Rowen)
 (Only that one last archer to go right?)
DM (Nioca)
 (Two archers)
Xuan (Dantius)
 I fire an Acid Shower at the left archer.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
 (sigh)
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan fires an acid drip at the archer. It melts a bit of his hair, but otherwise does nothing.
Erika (Rowen)
 (I only see one archer on the map?)
DM (Nioca)
 (A2 and H2)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (This is pretty abysmal, even for us. Thank Liea the others are rolling just as poorly)
DM (Nioca)
 (No kidding)
 (Fumbles are responsible for two different kills here)
Erika (Rowen)
 I more to F7 and throw my sword at the archer at H2.  "Bigger is better and its coming right at you!"
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (It seems 3 out of 4 enemies we encountered would die from fumbles)
DM (Nioca)
 The sword sails right past the archer's nose.
 Enemy turn.
 The spiders swarm the arcane archer. He yips in pain.
 Both archers take aim and fire. You're not sure what they were aiming at, though; both arrows completely fail to get anywhere near... anyone.
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Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 Slice'n'smack the normal archer
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
DM (Nioca)
 The archer takes a hit to the head, and is knocked down the cliff leading to the river. He doesn't move thereafter.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I slowly make my way to H9, not attacking in order to insure I don't slip.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I move to E7 and cast Soul Harvest
 (Do I need a roll on this spell?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I creep forward to E8, and tanglebarb on the right-hand archer.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
DM (Nioca)
 (Yes, a roll for that spell. Dantius, not taking an action doesn't reduce your odds of slipping. Still want to move to H9?)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
DM (Nioca)
 Harosh's tanglebarbs hit, binding the arcane archer.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I throw a dagger at one of the archers.
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
DM (Nioca)
 You only had the one dagger, and it's currently lying on the ice 40 feet below.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 Oh, I thought I had two...
DM (Nioca)
 Darusk recovers 1 HP from the fallen foes, bringing him back to full.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Who has the rope? Someone needs to lower me down to get my dagger!"
Xuan (Dantius)
 (Yes)
 (Should I roll?)
DM (Nioca)
 (I already rolled it)
 Xuan jogs to H9, but slips on a damaged plank, falling face first in H9.
 The spiders continue to swarm over the archer, who suddenly goes silent.
 End combat.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 How long can the spiders stay with me?
DM (Nioca)
 Not very long, especially in these conditions.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I calmly make my way across the bridge.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I get up and carefully cross the bridge.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 Even if I keep them inside my robe so they stay warm?
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (There is one brigand remaining you know)
DM (Nioca)
 (He surrendered)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (The one that have dropped his sword)
DM (Nioca)
 (And Iliau... I have no idea what to say to that.)
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "I need someone to lower me down to get my dagger."
 "Who has rope?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 I take 20 to push him off the cliff (The brigand)
DM (Nioca)
 You cannot take 20
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I toss the rope to Erika.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I stand between the brigand and Xuan.
Xuan (Dantius)
 (What?  I just take 20 times as long to push someone off the cliff!)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (just a suggestion, maybe we could interrogate him somehow?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Now, is there anyone else waiting for us?"
DM (Nioca)
 The brigand shakes his head.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (If he is still present of course)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 Then I call the spiders over to me and let them crawl into my sleeves.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I begin tying the rope around my waist.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "And you're not going to tell anyone we're here, correct?"
DM (Nioca)
 The spiders climb into Iliau's robes.
 The brigand nods.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Okay, good."
 I turn back to the party.
 "Any other questions?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I think you should heal him, he will not survive long with those wounds"
Xuan (Dantius)
 I raise my hand
 "Remind me again why we can't push him off the cliff?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Where's Reat?"
 I take ten to heal myself.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "We stand to gain nothing and lose everything by letting him live."
DM (Nioca)
 Erika ties the rope around her waist.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I glare at Xuan.
 "No."
DM (Nioca)
 Iliau spends a stamina healing hirself for 5.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Somebody hold onto the other end of this rope."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "I mean, from a rational perspective, there's nothing good about letting him live."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I do it again.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Except we avoid killing another person."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Also, he was trying to kill us not five minutes ago."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Now you heard xir, where is Reat?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Would he have spared you?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I ignore Xuan.
DM (Nioca)
 At another stamina, xe heals hirself for 4.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Xuan, that's not what matters."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Anyone else need healing?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "I do"
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "What matters is if we would spare him."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Put perhaps you would heal the brigand instead."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Right. Come stand over by this cliff, and I'll fix you up in a jiffy."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "After all, he was fighting on your side, and I was trying my hardest to kill you."
DM (Nioca)
 The brigand stammers, though whether it's from fright or cold, you can't tell. "W-we're a rearguard. To watch the b-bridge in case s-someone followed Reat..."
 "H-he's at Ssareko Point."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Xuan, I mean, not you, bandit."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I think Erika also needs one"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "My point still stands."
 I Heal myself.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I take ten to heal the bandit.
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan heals himself back to full.
 (1 stamina)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Xuan, it is because we are different from Reat."
DM (Nioca)
 Iliau heals the bandit for 1 stamina.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I turn back to the brigand.
 "Now, go. Get somewhere warm, and find a legitimate job."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "You had no qualm about viciously murdering this bandit five minutes ago."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I wave the shovel at him.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "He'll just rob more people."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Because they attacked us and didn't surrender"
DM (Nioca)
 The bandit cautiously makes his way across the bridge. Once he's on solid ground, he runs. Then he falls on his face, picks himself back up, and runs again.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "This one does"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I nod, satisfied.
DM (Nioca)
 Out of nowhere, a hornet stings Xuan.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Again. Anybody want to hoist me down to the ice for my dagger?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I could help you, if you want"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Um... this seems like a really, really bad idea, Erika."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Perhaps Iliau can summon something capable of carrying it back up to us?"
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "So does facing Reat without any good way to fight back."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "My suggestion is search for remaining bodies for weapon or anything that you could use for a moment"
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan whirls on Iliau, blasting hir with an massive spray of icicles for 6 damage.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Don't EVER try that again."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I search the dead brigands.
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Is he always like this?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I check to make sure none of my spiders were injured in the attack.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Only when pushed."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
DM (Nioca)
 Harosh brings the shovel crashing into Xuan's head for 5 damage.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "DO NOT EVER DO THAT AGAIN."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Are we going to kill each other or kill Reat?"
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "I'd rather kill Xuan first, personally."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I catch my breath and make sure I'm off the bridge.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "And since you're doing the former you're doing him a favor"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Eh, what's the difference between one evil mage and another?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Because I'm trying to help you when you're not attacking me?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Well this one certainly helps us, for now"
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "I found a sword and a bow, but I can't carry them. Consider them up for grabs."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Did you get a weapon you can use?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Besides, who is this guy anyways?  Someone who just comes and is now interested in helping us?"
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 Oh, I also pick up my necromancer sword.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I am content with my weaponry, thank you Erika."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "You do realize that he could be a spy for Reat?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "The Pardoners sent me to capture or kill Reat"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Screw this." I head off to where I saw the smoke earlier.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "And who are they?"
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Xuan, could not *you* be a spy for Reat?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I follow Iliau, keeping an eye on Xuan as I go.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "The truth is, I don't know"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Could I?  What would my motives be?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "All I know is they capture or kill evildoers"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "So a nebulous shadow organization,  How cliche.  I say he's a spy."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "The one they captured becomes like me"
DM (Nioca)
 Iliau's probes uncover a small campfire with half-eaten food around it.
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 "Ahem. I need my dagger!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Does the food look any good?
DM (Nioca)
 It looks quite tasty. There's some meat and fresh bread here.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I snag some food and chow down.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I summon Maggie (not as a perk) and send her down to retrieve the dagger for Erika.
 Then I take a share of the food.
DM (Nioca)
 Maggie retrieves the dagger.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I search around for tracks
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
DM (Nioca)
 There are clear tracks heading north. You also note that there's smoke coming from the north as well.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I give Maggie a few bits of meat before sending her back.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Hm. North, I suppose."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I eat a share of the food before looking around for more tracks.
 Oh, I guess not.
 I head after the tracks to the north. :P
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 Then I eat the rest of the food I've gathered while heading north.
DM (Nioca)
 The party trudges north through the cold snow, following the tracks.
 Roughly an hour passes before you sight buildings.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I shudder.
 "Bastard, in my hometown."
 I mutter darkly.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Can't we burn down the town and be done with it?"
 "No danger to us, and we can pick him off easily."
Erika (Duck in a Top Hat)
 I punch Dantius.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Xuan (Dantius)
 I dodge.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "THIS IS MY HOMETOWN, SILENCE NOW."
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan is hit with a shovel again for 4 damage.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Can you think anything else besides destruction?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "It is effective, to say the least."
 "Besides, aren't we trying to kill Reat?"
DM (Nioca)
 You still pressing forward?
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes. We are. Not burn down a town full of innocents."
 "Fool."
 (I will laugh so hard if there's a player kill fighting Reat because of all this...)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I prefer to capture him alive"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Why do we care what you think?"
 "You still haven't told us why you're here."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I have told you, just a moment ago"
DM (Nioca)
 You still approaching the buildings?
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 Yes
Erika (Rowen)
 "I'll take a look if you like Harosh?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I know my way around here."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Lead on."
Erika (Rowen)
 "I know, but are you good at sneaking around here too?  We don't want to just walk in on Reat do we?"
DM (Nioca)
 You enter the village. For the most part, it looks rather nondescript. Small, sleepy huts and low stone buildings dominate the local landscape.
 The only exception is a three-story tower near the center of town.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Like I said, I know my way around here. And there aren't many places to hide."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I whisper to Iliau "Now I know why you hate him so much"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "And that... that is new. That tower is our library. It was two stories tall when I left."
 I look for signs of recent additions, particularly of an unorthodox nature.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "How long have you been away?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (Perception)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
 "Not terribly long. My money is on Reat being in the library."
Erika (Rowen)
 I also look around the town looking for anything that would draw interest to a thief. (Perception)
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Xuan (Dantius)
 "That's stupid.  Why would he hide in the most obvious place?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "I'd hide in a hut somewhere."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "He's confident."
 "Overly confident."
 "Probably expected us to be dead."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Should we head straight for the library, then?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "More like hubris."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes, funny thing, hubris..."
 I head towards the library.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "I still say hit it with a meteor from five miles away and be done with it."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I ignore Xuan.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Oh, wait, you're druids.  My bad, I forgot you can't cast for nothing."
 I step to the back of the group, out of the range of Illiau and Harosh
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I approach the library.
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan gets stung again.
 This time on the tip of his nose.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I fume silently and twirl my mustache.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Erika (Rowen)
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
DM (Nioca)
 Erika slips around the back while the rest approach from the front.
 The Ssareko Point Library's entrance is adorned both by double doors and a pair of bronze plaques.
 They catch the torchlight quite beautifully.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I try to open the doors.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I eye the plaques.
 What do they say?
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I quietly eye the upper level windows.
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan reads the plaques. The first says,
 'LIBRARY OF SSAREKO'
'Dedicated to preserving the knowledge of Mote'
'since being founded in 126 A.F.'
 The other simply states in bold capital letters,
 'MARIONA RESIDES HERE'
Xuan (Dantius)
 I take ten to Summon an imp
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Who is Mariona?"
DM (Nioca)
 An imp appears, cackling mischievously.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Scout the upper level windows and report back."
 "And be quick about it."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I search around the library for any secrets
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
DM (Nioca)
 The imp flits off into a window... However, the window suddenly glows bright white for a moment, causing the imp to explode into a cloud of ash.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "They apparently have powerful defenses."
 "And they were on the lookout."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 (Could I open the doors?)
DM (Nioca)
 Yes.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "It is a rather important library."
 "It has wards."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I step inside and look around.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I follow after Iliau, on the lookout for anything new.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I carefully enter, and scan the first floor of the library.  Perception
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
DM (Nioca)
 Iliau steps inside. The doors open into a large hall. Several bookshelves adorn the walls, and other passages lead further into the building.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (Do I find anything?)
DM (Nioca)
 Erika rejoins the group.
Erika (Rowen)
 "Wait!"  I hiss.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes?"
 I glance at the other exits to the room.
Erika (Rowen)
 "Did any of you ever try looking in there before going in?  There are bandits in there!"
 "I told you that you needed me to sneak around."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Mariona resides here."
 "Mariona resides here."
 "Mariona resides here."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Xuan (Dantius)
 I make a Religion check on Mariona
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
 "Good catch Erika, I knew they'd be here."
 "Reat probably couldn't resist the lure of the information here."
Erika (Rowen)
 I smile at Harosh and give him a wink.
 "Oh, and some mages too."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Could you lure the bandits here?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "The sort of ones we want to kill?"
Erika (Rowen)
 "I would bet you my sword to your staff that they are the killing kind."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "No one takes my staff from me."
 Is there anything distinctive about the passageways?
Xuan (Dantius)
 "STOP."
Erika (Rowen)
 (Hammer time.)
Xuan (Dantius)
 "DON'T ENTER."
DM (Nioca)
 (You're already inside)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Wait, wait wait."
 "We cannot fight them in here."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "The building is warded against those that would commit violence."
Erika (Rowen)
 "Could we lure them out?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "For once, Xuan is correct."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Even spiders?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Even spiders."
Xuan (Dantius)
 I step out of the building.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I sigh. "Stupid gods."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I walk farther into the building.
Erika (Rowen)
 "Could I stab them as they come out of the building?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Most certainly. But not inside."
 "Is anyone else coming?"
Erika (Rowen)
 "Want me to wait out here then and do that?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "I suppose they are aware of this too, at least the smarter bandits like Reat."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Do you thing those bandits realize this?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Excellent.  We'll need a plan, as opposed to just blindly rusing in."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "My guess? No."
 I motion for the others to follow.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Really? Then are you thinking what I am?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I have faith in the wards of Mariona's followers."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I follow Harosh.
Erika (Rowen)
 I follow Harosh, the fearless leader.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I curse and enter.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Erika, point us towards the bandits."
DM (Nioca)
 You enter the building again.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I follow at a distance, so I do not appear part of the group.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I think we should waltz in and wait them for attack us, the wards hit them, and you get the idea"
DM (Nioca)
 Getting further inside, you note that there aren't a lot of people here. Mostly a few villagers, guards, and a couple mages.
 You also notice two brigands. They smile and nod at you.
Erika (Rowen)
 I toss them a wink.  "Howdy boys."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I nod back. I do not smile.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I'll think they know"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "And yet again my initial plan was vindicated."
Brigand (NPC)
 "Hello. How's things?" One of them responds.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "I will enjoy watching you rot in hell on a bleached bed of the bones of your children."  Intimidate, smiling the whole time.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "You know. Where is he?"
Erika (Rowen)
 "A lot warmer now that I'm inside, thanks for asking."
Brigand (NPC)
 "...what?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Oh, nothing."
DM (Nioca)
 You notice that everyone's eyes are now on Xuan.
Brigand (NPC)
 "Look, sir, we don't want any trouble. If you want to be left alone..." he backs off a bit.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Don't listen to him he's forgot to take his medicine and a little bit erratic right now"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Just saying that the lowest circle of hell is reserved for thieves and robbers."
 "And traitors."
Erika (Rowen)
 I move away from Xuan and start looking around inside the library.  (Perception)  
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I also move away and look for Reat.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I begin to casually browse the library.  Is there a section for light fiction?"
DM (Nioca)
 There's not a lot to see if you aren't into books. There's a few desks for secretaries, the occasional torch, bookshelves, more bookshelves...
Erika (Rowen)
 (Does it look like there is a librarian in here on this floor?)
DM (Nioca)
 Harosh winds up looking right at a rather stern-looking woman. "Hello. Can I help you folks with something?"
 (Yes. Harosh just met her)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes. Who are you, first? I don't recall seeing you around here before."
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan finds a few light fiction novels. Famous ones, too.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I begin perusing the novels, casually leaning against a bookshelf while doing so.
Lyarna (NPC)
 "My names Lyarna. I run this library. Make sure the books are kept decent and aren't stolen..." She throws a glare at one of the brigands, "or that the numerous mages that come here don't start flaming each other." She throws another glare at Xuan.
Erika (Rowen)
 I approach one of the villagers and ask if they have ever met a hat salesman.
Villager (NPC)
 The villager looks confused. "Hat salesman...? Can't say I have."
Xuan (Dantius)
 I let out a laugh at the contents of the book. "Ha!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Hey, Harosh, where are the stairs in this place?"
Erika (Rowen)
 I look a little disappointed, "Thanks for trying to help."  I move back over to where Harosh is.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I search for Necromancy section
Lyarna (NPC)
 The librarian answers. "The stairs are over there..." She points to a corridor to the southwest.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Well, shall we?" I ask.
DM (Nioca)
 You don't see a necromancy section. In fact, this level doesn't seem to have any magical tomes at all.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Wait."
 "What became of Tean?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Hm?"  I look up
Lyarna (NPC)
 The librarian looks surprised. "You knew him?"
 Her stern demeanor fades somewhat.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I'll re-read the necromancer's journal that I have
Erika (Rowen)
 "I'm willing to bet that they were best of friends." I chime in.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I did. I lived here before I traveled. My name is Harosh."
Lyarna (NPC)
 "Ah... well, Tean passed away about a month ago. Old age... Died in his sleep."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "That is most unfortunate."
Xuan (Dantius)
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Lyarna (NPC)
 "They wanted to pass the position on to his son, but they needed someone who could defend this place with magic if the need arose. And, unfortunately, the son was mundane as they come. So I was selected to replace him."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "It is good to know that the library's safety rests in capable hands."
 "I do have an important question, however. Has a smug-looking goblin walked into the library recently?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "I don't suppose you can use your powers to blast him if he did?"
Erika (Rowen)
 "He's about this tall."  I hold out my arm.
Lyarna (NPC)
 "Actually, now th-" She catches Iliau's comment.
 "-at I think about it, no."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Well, have you seen a smug-looking goblin about town?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
 (Dammit.)
 I close my book and saunter over.
Erika (Rowen)
 I glance back over at the brigands.  Are the smiling while they hear this conversation? 
Xuan (Dantius)
 "So what floor is Reat on?"
Lyarna (NPC)
 "No. Furthermore, if you're intent is to harm anyone inside this building, I suggest you take a close look at the plaque by the door."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Since he's clearly here."
DM (Nioca)
 The brigands seem alarmed when you mention Reat's name.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I am aware, and I do not intend to harm him inside this building."
 "But he has stolen, he has killed, and he seeks knowledge that ought to remain hidden."
Xuan (Dantius)
 (Sense Motive FTW!)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "And we are trying to stop him."
 "I would rather that my home not be saddled with his schemes."
Lyarna (Nioca)
 "Yes. But even if Chamulsep himself came to these halls, so long as he remained peaceful, he would be protected."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I know."
Lyarna (NPC)
 "This is not about your petty motives or grudges. This is about preserving and spreading the fading knowledge of Mote."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Once more, I know."
Erika (Rowen)
 "I like that.  This must be a very wonderful library indeed."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "And our mission is about stopping the exploitation of said knowledge. Rest assured, we will preserve the peace of the library."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Could you at least kick him out from here?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Reat is a plague, a blight upon the land.  He will stop at nothing to get what he aims.  He will kill, steal, lie, and plot in order to get what he wants.  He has no regard to those he harms, and his aims are not in your best interests.  His goals are nothing short of spreading chaos across the land.  How well will your library spread knowledge when it has been burned to the ground by marauding bandits?  Expelling him from your library will be the best way to insure that you can continue in your mission."
Erika (Rowen)
 "Do you have any knowledge of a hat salesman in this library?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 Diplomacy.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
 (GOD$**$@)*#&%)#&)%&$)@&*))
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "But if you hear a struggle outside later, feel free to lob a spell at the goblin."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "You know, I think I'm beginning to like this place."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "It is quite nice."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Rest assured we will not deliberately harm an innocent nor this place, we just want him to pay what's he's done"
Lyarna (NPC)
 The librarian draws herself up to full height.
 "Now you listen to me..."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Never mind, this place sucks."
DM (Nioca)
 However, she's interrupted by an all-to-familiar voice.
Reat (NPC)
 "No, please, allow me to handle this."
 Reat approaches, flanked by five brigands. You note that one of them was originally on this floor... he must have gone to get Reat.
 "I see you survived your ordeal in Ricoto... Must be more competent than I thought."
Xuan (Dantius)
 I twirl my mustache at him. "Hello there."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Enough. We can't do this in here."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "No, we're totally incompetent. Fortunately, so was everyone else involved."
Reat (NPC)
 "Let me assure you that I have no intention of harming this little village. I am not a monster."
 "Furthermore, I offer you this opportunity."
 "Walk away."
 "If you do so, it shall be the last time we meet."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "How about we walk away, you give us Harosh's book an the jewelry, and we let you live."  Diplo
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I would also offer you an opportunity to atone your crimes"
Xuan (Dantius)
 (...Wow)
Erika (Rowen)
 I pull out my dagger and hold it point out at Reat.
DM (Nioca)
 (Seriously, these diplomacy rolls are incredible)
 The second Erika draws her dagger, the entire atmosphere of the library changes. You notice the guards drawing their weapons, and the librarian taking a stance to start casting. The other mages in here also look ready to act.
 Reat acts as if he hasn't even noticed.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "If you are not a monster, then what are you here for, Reat?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 I step away from Erika "Fool!"
Erika (Rowen)
 I use the dagger to clean under my nails.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
DM (Nioca)
 The guards do not sheathe their weapons.
 Reat ignores Darusk. "I am merely here to decipher the writings of Orlis."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I believe you, but to what end? I have studied Orlis's writings more than anyone on this island, and I do not trust your motives."
Erika (Rowen)
 Once my finger nails are clean I tuck my dagger back into my robe.
DM (Nioca)
 The guards still do not sheathe their weapons.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I facepalm.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Erika..."
Reat (NPC)
 "Why, I told you. Orlis left a treasure here. I intend to find it. And once I do, I seek to use it to unite Skarrifissk into the grand empire it once was."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "With you as supreme leader, naturally."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I think you should wait outside"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "You couldn't unite your way out of a wet paper bag."
Reat (NPC)
 "But of course. Only I have the vision... the drive to do this. If there was someone else, I would gladly secede to him."
 "And what is this about jewelry?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "I've seen attempts to unite empires.  All they result in is pointless bloodshed.  A few years later, some other supreme leader comes along and deposes you."
 "Ever wonder why the call them revolutions?"
 "Because things always go full circle, except it's you that gets deposed the second time."
Reat (NPC)
 "There is a difference between a leader and a despot, dear Xuan."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes, and you style yourself as the former, clearly. But what do you intend to do, once you have crowned yourself king?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Try harder next time.  If you're not a god-king, the people are unhappy."
 "And you're far from god-king marerial."
 "And unhappy people revolt..."
Reat (NPC)
 "Look at Skarrifissk; the island's civilization crumbles as we speak! I intend to unite Skarrifissk, if not even into an empire, then into a stable place, free from the constant plagues of brigands and incompetent rulers."
 "I do not seek to do this for my own self-gratification."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (Does he actually look sincere about this? Bluff roll?)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "How ironic, you wish to get rid of brigands by using brigands themself as a foundation"
DM (Nioca)
 (You can roll bluff, if you want)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I cannot understand your angle."
 "But I must ask, what does this all have to do with Orlis? A grand treasure? It is simply not his style."
Reat (NPC)
 "The treasure is not Orlis's. It is the treasure of a paranoid necromancer, Erratis. Orlis merely hid it for him."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes, but how do you know he did not simply destroy it?"
Reat (NPC)
 "I do not know for certain, but would you destroy a storehouse of valuable gemstones for kicks?"
Erika (Rowen)
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Sure, why not?  You can't analyze the motives of those long dead."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "The treasure of a necromancer? I would rather see it buried. Erratis was not known for his stability in his declining years."
DM (Nioca)
 Erika stealthily sneaks up the stairs.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I re-read the journal for any mentioning about this treasure
Reat (NPC)
 "Erratis and Orlis were close. How close, I know not for certain, but they were at least acquaintances."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes, but I cannot trust Erratis's motives."
Reat (NPC)
 "It seems you cannot trust anyone's motives, Harosh. Tell me, do you trust your own?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes. Yes I do."
 "I see a brigand before me. One who seeks to profit from the knowledge of my mentor."
Reat (NPC)
 "We would all profit from it."
 "And yet you... you would rampage across the island, killing my men... and for what, exactly?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "We have offered your men every opportunity to lay down their arms."
 "Some have consented."
 "We began this seeking a thief, and we have found a thief."
Reat (NPC)
 "A thief?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "To think that this all began with petty thievery of jewelry."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Melodramatic fools.  Wake me up at the bit when I kill him"  I return to my book.
Reat (NPC)
 "Wait... You mean..."
 He pulls a small bag from his cloak and opens it, showing the contents to the room. It's jewelry.
 "That you're chasing me because of these blasted things?!?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Hand them over and we'll leave."
 "Or at least I'll leave."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Its started that way for them anyway"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "If you had them over to me, that is."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes. That is why."
 "Strange as it seems, it began with one little theft."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Well, Harosh will probably kill you now for stealing his book, but I honestly couldn't care one iota."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Hey, that sounds great to me. One evil wizard with the jewels is the same as another to me, after all."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "So the jewelry, if you please.  We'll leave you alone to you machinations afterwards."  Diplomacy
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
 (Finally a decent diplo roll)
Reat (NPC)
 "..."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "You know I starting to think you have a sibling here"
Reat (NPC)
 He seems at a loss for words.
 "...Should've tossed Wallo overboard with the damn things."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (that makes two of us)
 "What about Wallo now?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "The jewels, Reat!"
Reat (NPC)
 "I found the jewels on him. Not sure how he found them... I spent a day working Krath over for their location."
 "If this is why you came, you can take them. I was going to return them on my next visit to Thane anyway."
Xuan (Dantius)
 I step forwand and relieve Reat of the jewels.
Erika (Rowen)
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Xuan (Dantius)
 (Do I roll?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I am at a loss for words.
DM (Nioca)
 (No)
Erika (Rowen)
 (Reat is the good guy after all!  What does that make Harosh?)
DM (Nioca)
 He lets you take them wordlessly.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I think the Pardoners need to be informed by this"
Harosh (Triumph)
 ...
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "What about Casper, then?"
Reat (NPC)
 "Casper?"
 "Who's Casper?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "One of our adventurers. Back on the ship. Someone tried to kill him with a powerful necromancy spell."
Xuan (Dantius)
 I turn to the party.  "Our contract has been terminated.  I will now return the jewels to their owner immediately.  I'll instruct him to withhold your payment in trust until you arrive to collect it."
 "Good day."  I exit the library.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Haha, no." I block the exit.
Reat (NPC)
 "Ah. The elf who can't take a hint?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "You will use violence against me?  Here?  I thought you knew better."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "I'm not harming you. I'm merely in your way."
Reat (NPC)
 "Well, there should be no permanent damage, especially if it was cured immediately."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Then please stand aside."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "No."
Reat (NPC)
 "Is that all?"
Erika (Rowen)
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "We will be watching you. This new order of yours."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I whisper to one of the guards "You have to restrain him"
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Well, we'll divide the jewelry into parts.  We each take a part and we each get a part of the reward.  Satisfactory?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Reat, should you uncover Erratis's treasure, if it even exists, we will be there to make sure you use it properly."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Does sixths sound acceptable?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Hand me the jewels, please, and I'll get out of your way. I don't trust you."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "If you sincerely wish to prove yourself, let us travel with you."
Xuan (Dantius)
 "The feeling is mutual."
 I cast Heal on myself.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
 (ouch)
DM (Nioca)
 Erika rejoins the group.
Xuan (Dantius)
 (I have horrible rolls)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I need to witness that, in order to prove your innocence"
Erika (Rowen)
 I wonder around down here looking at bookshelves.
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan feels an odd trickling sensation on one of his wounds. It appears to have reopened slightly. (1 stamina)
 (and -1 HP)
DM (Nioca)
 Reat looks apprehensive at your proposal.
Xuan (Dantius)
 I grimace, and recast heal twice, taking 10 both times.
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan spends two stamina and regains 9 HP.
 (Xuan is now at 1 stamina)
Harosh (Triumph)
 ...
Reat (NPC)
 "I... don't know. How do I know I can trust you?"
Xuan (Dantius)
 (2.  I have 2.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "You can't. Anymore than we can trust you."
DM (Nioca)
 Reat considers carefully.
Erika (Rowen)
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "But if this is to all proceed smoothly..."
Xuan (Dantius)
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
 "Try harder next time, Erika."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "You need witnesses. And more importantly, you need knowledge."
DM (Nioca)
 Erika is now awkwardly holding a stamina potion.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Give it back."
DM (Nioca)
 He thinks some more.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "We might have misjudged you."
Reat (NPC)
 "Well... seeing as my group has been recently thinned out, and you seem competen..."
 He trails off, watching Xuan and Erika.
 Erika tosses the stamina potion to Iliau.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I smile.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I suggest you drink it right away"
Reat (NPC)
 "...this is not inspiring confidence."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "This is the end of a long road, Reat. Trust me."
Erika (Rowen)
 "Xuan never does."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I chug the potion.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "You are simply here to witness it."
Xuan (Dantius)
 I very carefully take out the jewelry, and quite obviously divide out a fifth share.
 I pocket the fifth, and hand the bag to Illiau.
 "There you go."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I take it and step out of his way.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "We each take a fifth to him."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "You'll get the same feeling if you have traveled with him"
Reat (NPC)
 "...Fine. But only if you're all committed to this."
Xuan (Dantius)
 I turn, smile at the party, and twirl my mustache one last time.
 "Ice to meet you."
 I exit the library.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "If order is to be brought to Skarrifissk. Our Skarrifissk. Then we would like to see it happen."
 "And if you will excuse me, we have business to take care of outside of the library. Hold that thought."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I leave the library. "Come on, everyone."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I step outside.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "We'll be back it just a moment"
Erika (Rowen)
 I follow.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I follow everyone
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I spend one stamina to summon a giant spider.
DM (Nioca)
 You step outside to find Xuan running like hell.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
 (Oh, come on.)
Xuan (Dantius)
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
DM (Nioca)
 You create a rather normal sized spider.
Erika (Rowen)
 I start running after.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I sprint after him, shall I roll a dex check?
 Or simply spend a stamina?
Xuan (Dantius)
 (running was a bad idea...)
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I spend three stamina and charge at him
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Tanglebarb vines, at Xuan.
DM (Nioca)
 Roll it.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I scoop the spider up so it's not on the path and toss it into a nearby bush.
 Then I run after the others.
Erika (Rowen)
 (Running roll)
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Harosh (Ephesos)
 Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
 ...Hm. I'd like to activate the Skywalker Boots, and leap after Xuan.
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan runs, but Darusk is faster. And before Xuan can get far, Tanglebarbs bring him down for 3 damage.
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Aah!  What was that for?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I spend two stamina to summon a swarm of hornets on Xuan.
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I knock him unconscious with my scythe 
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (patiently waits for the next round)
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Why... aagh!"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Don't kill him please, I'll need him later"
Erika (Rowen)
 (I'm guessing I didn't catch up this round?)
DM (Nioca)
 (...one moment.)
DM (Nioca)
 The hornets sting for 6 damage, while the scythe's butt bounces harmlessly off the ground.
 Erika catches up with the group.
Erika (Rowen)
 I practice my sword skills on Xuan while he is on the ground.
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I try to knock him out once again
 Darusk rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
 (Kay, I give up you all could kill him)
DM (Nioca)
 Erika slashes Xuan for 4, while Darusk bounces his scythe harmlessly again. Xuan breaks free of his bonds.
 (Xuan's action)
Xuan (Dantius)
 "Why?"
 "Why are you attacking me?
Spectator (Triumph)
 (Real PvP action in AIMHack, right here!)
Xuan (Dantius)
 (For my action I'll give a speech.  Would it be possible to have it be uninterrupted?)
DM (Nioca)
 (How long a speech we talking here?)
Xuan (Dantius)
 (Three to five lines?)
DM (Nioca)
 (Shoot)
Xuan (Dantius)
 "I'm amazed that you are doing this.  Despite your actions, I harbor no ill will towards you."
 "I had every intention of returning the jewels.  The only thing stopping me is you."  I cough from my wounds.
 "Through this adventure, the greatest enemy we fought was ourselves.  It was pointless and only served to further Reat's ambitions and the actions of those that did not have the best for the island in mind."
 "We came together to perform a mission, to help bring light to a darkend island.  And yet not only did we fail, we failed in the most spectacular manner.  We brough darkness everywhere we went, in the form of violence, intolerance, and hatred."
 "We weren't heroes.  We were villains.  I was trying to recoup this, to bring us back to our original intentions.  And yet I was stopped, not by brigands that plague this island, but by you."
DM (Nioca)
 (Party turn)
Xuan (Dantius)
 "I have had enough.  I will not fight you anymore."
 Diplo.
 Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
 (wow)
DM (Nioca)
 ...
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Shut it, Galt."
Erika (Rowen)
 "Yeah?  Well  this if for not watching where you aim your spells and shooting me."  I smack Xuan across the face with the butt of my sword.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "I mean, Xuan."
Erika (Rowen)
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
DM (Nioca)
 Aside from diplomacy not working in the first place, diplomacy doesn't really work on party members.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "I hate all this talking."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Let us not forget the dog. The Ivory Stool. Your advocacy of killing those who had surrendered."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I swing my staff at Xuan.
 Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Said a person who don't want a surrendered enemy to be spared and the one who wants to bring down a tower full of innocents"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "This is justice. This is karma."
 ...
DM (Nioca)
 Erika misses. Iliau, however, smashes Xuan across the head for 7 damage.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I do not take pleasure in it."
DM (Nioca)
 Reat watches from the doorway of the library.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I offer you a chance to atone all of that"
 "Do you want to take it or not its up to you"
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I hold the shovel between the others and Xuan, waiting for him to respond.
Erika (Rowen)
 I hold back.
Xuan (Dantius)
 (Is it my turn?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (I delay my action whatever blah blah)
DM (Nioca)
 (Yes)
Xuan (Dantius)
 I smile. "Who are you, to dispense the justice of the gods?  Ah well. The gods have failed me once before.  I survived only through my will.  I have no doubt they will fail me once again, and I will not survive.  My only wish... is that they fail you when you have need of them most."
 I remove my athame and stab myself fatally.
DM (Nioca)
 ...
Harosh (Ephesos)
 ...
Erika (Rowen)
 "Heal him up Iliau, he doesn't deserve to die."
DM (Nioca)
 Xuan stabs himself and collapses to the ground. (0 HP)
Harosh (Triumph)
 (Iliau who just critted him to the head?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Some people deserve to die."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (I have absolutely no idea where any of this is going...)
DM (Nioca)
 (...Okay, I'm just going to say it. There are three letters running through my mind right now. W. T. F?!?!?)
 (Have I stepped into the twilight zone or something?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Like the people who stab themselves. I mean, you have to know that death is coming to do that."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Let him be, its his choice "
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I retrieve the gemstones Xuan took and put them with the others.
Erika (Rowen)
 I look from Iliau down to Xuan and frown.  Then I smile remembering that Xuan was rich.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 (Honestly, I thought this lynching would be humorous)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "If anyone wants to hold on to these, I will be more than happy to agree."
Erika (Rowen)
 Erika rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Harosh (Ephesos)
 (Honestly, I've had no idea where this is going since I rejoined tonight.)
DM (Nioca)
 Erika shiftily shuffles through Xuan's pockets.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I can hold onto the jewels."
DM (Nioca)
 (Join the club, Eph)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I toss them over.
 (That makes three of us.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I stow them in my pack.
DM (Nioca)
 Harosh gets the jewels.
Erika (Rowen)
 What is Reat up to?
DM (Nioca)
 He's watching from the doorway.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 Is there anyway for me to decline watching Reat without screwing the rest of the group's agreement over?
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 I guess you can
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 (Nioca?)
DM (Nioca)
 You could say no.
 (He didn't say he needed everyone)
Erika (Rowen)
 "Well, anyone have a shovel?  We should bury him at least."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I walk back to Reat, at a loss for words.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "We could burn him"
DM (Nioca)
 Reat looks equally shocked.
Erika (Rowen)
 "Oh wait, I see one right there.  Hey Harosh can I borrow your shovel for an hour or so?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 I kick Xuan's body. "I've had enough of this island. I'm moving on. Good luck, Reat."
DM (Nioca)
 (Okay, So Iliau's leaving, and Xuan's going to be buried?)
 (Anything else?)
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Goodbye Iliau."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
 "Yeah, yeah. Good-bye and all that."
Erika (Rowen)
 "It was nice to meet you."
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "I'm sure we will bump each other again someday"
DM (Nioca)
 Reat meekly waves you over.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes?"
Reat (NPC)
 "Well... We're going to stay here for a few days until I can finish decoding Erratis's journal. Once that's done, we'll head to hermit isle."
 He looks over the group that remains.
 "Well? Ready to start building a brighter future for Skarrifissk?"
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Do you need this?" I hand him the necromancer's journal
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "Yes. And rest assured, if you prove to be less than honorable about your intentions, we have no trouble at all when it comes to... altering agreements."
Harosh (Ephesos)
 I gesture to Xuan.
Reat (NPC)
 "...do I want to know how you came in possession of the original journal?"
 "Actually, nevermind, I don't."
Erika (Rowen)
 "Oh, and have you happened to have met a hat salesman at some point in your life Reat?"
Reat (NPC)
 "Erm... no."
 "Well, come along."
 He ushers you inside.
Darusk (Bloodmoon)
 "Who is this hat salesman that you always talking about anyway?"
Erika (Rowen)
 "Why, have you met one?"
DM (Nioca)
 You could almost swear you hear him say under his breath, "I'm regretting this already."
 End Session
 End Campaign.

